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Level of piracy is increase by this property. Functionality is
the way to create cloning. Some codes are functionally
identical but to change in declaration of variable [14] [16].
Mainly personal used software is implemented to duplicated
code, level of piracy is increase day by day because code reusability is do in maximum software. Reusable code is error
free and reduces programming time [12]. Find the several
reusable codes, calculate the actual programming effort.
Two duplicated codes are functionally same but nature and
characteristics are difference. Behavior (Object oriented
nature) different. Two different addresses, to compared at
the one platform and find the level of cloning.

Abstract: Code duplication or copying a code fragment and then
reuse by pasting with or without any modifications is a well
known code smell in software maintenance. Many record show
that about 5% to 20% of a software systems can contain
duplicated code, which is basically the results of copying existing
code fragments and using then by pasting with or without minor
modifications. Researchers think clones lead to additional
changes during maintenance phase, in later stage increase the
overall maintenance effort because of to find modified cloned
code in same or another code file within time period with higher
accuracy for any kind of modification in it. This project use
visual detection technique to find the clone code. Visual detection
technique uses near-miss clones detection method to find clones
in a program file with higher accuracy and give results better
than current Clone detection techniques.

B. Block Diagram
Firstly take source and target programs, normalized the
both codes and remove white space, comments. Then
filtration is second steps for removing regular language key
and header files, then compare, find out type-I clone. For
Near miss [19] clone firstly take sample program and call
web application program from web server. Tokens are
generated of each Code, and then tokens are converted into
flags. For matching similarity apply visual detection method
and finding code clone. Tokenization: In the token-based
approaches [3] [11], each line of the source code is converted
into tokens with the help of lexical rule of the programming
language. First each line of source files is converted into
tokens by a laxer and the tokens of all source lines are then
concatenated into a single token sequence.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In computer a program code is used as Duplicate code in
another program by copy and paste [3] [5] [17], this
duplicate code is called clone code. The working of clone
code is similar as originally code. For example if we want to
make a clone of a person, we create clone body, voice, face,
hair. Clone is similar to person in body, voice, face and hair
but habit and mind power is not match means clone is
functionally same but logically different. Mainly four types
of cloning: Chanchal Roy [12], S. Bellon, R. Koschke, G.
Antoniol, J. Krinke and E. Merlo [10]. Type-1.(a)
Difference whitespace. (b) Changing in Comments.
Type-2.(a) Renaming of identifiers. (b) Renaming of
operator.
Type-3.(a) Modification code. (b) Add new lines. (C)
Delete some lines.
Type-4.(a) Reordering Statements.
(b) Control
displacements.
•
Code character-to-character similar.
•
Code character-to-character similar with comments
and white.
•
Codes are token-to-token same.
•
Codes are functionally same.
•
Codes are logically same.
•
Identifier and variable are same

II. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
Many clone detection method to find simple cloning,
variation in code is not find-out properly. At present time
most of clone detection technique to detect only copy past
code. Base paper [5], technique is only find Type-1 and
Type-2 code clone. Accuracy level range is 30-40%.
Traditional methods [8] do not solve the problem of server
side clone detection and not to provide application of web. In
object-oriented application [16] [19], code reuse property is
used inheritance, polymorphism, encapsulation, and those
features to growing up the cloning. Logical change in code is
not detected by traditional method. Most of the method not to
support multi language program code detection. If the base
code is error full then it’s all clone code is contain bug. In old
approach long code size clone is not measure at accurately. It
is also find the misuse of reusability property in software
field. New programming effort is reduce and quality of code
programming is down.

A. How duplicates are created
Copy and paste is the best way to create the clone
code. In object oriented programming code reuse property is
apply,
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In this paper, automatic clone detecting technique is
used, which is based on visual detection technique to
provide maximum number of copy-past. Firstly present
technique for structural clones, by lexical analysis. It is to
find type-1, type-2 & type-3 clone detection. Data stored
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into . Detection technique is based on C++ and GUI. Data
evaluated the performance by analyzing structural clones
found in software systems. On detecting code clones of code
fragments, it saves comprehension time and space. It is
believe that this technique is scalable and useful. On
detecting code clones, the quality of code is improved. This
tool detects a significant amount of code clones. Identity and
subsequent uniform of simple clones is helpful in software
management. Its main goal is identify clones and quantify
the amount of similarity present.

B. Flow chart
Start

Input

IV. METHODOLOGY
In this Approach Visual detection method (Token based
and Normalization based techniques) used to find out
quantity of copy-past. Data stored into SQL/MYSQL.
Detection technique is based on C++ and GCC compiler.
Clone detection method to find code clone between two
program, one is sample program other is server related web
application. In this way it can find [4] the maximum
similarity between two programs. Comparison between the
two programs is show the level of originality. Two programs
which are belong to.
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Fig.1. Block diagram of Near miss clone detection
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Example: Input Source Code [14],
If (p>=q) q=20;
Generated Token is:
<IF> <LPAREN> <ID (P)> <GEQ> <ID (Q)>
<RPAREN> <ID (Q)> <BECOMES> <INT (20)>
<SCOLON>
The token sequence is then transformed into flag. In
programming language a SEARCH FLAG is used for
detection or matching. Time period is given to each flag.
[13] Number of flag is equal to number of flag, means each
search process is generated flag each time.
In this paper improve working of visual detection
approach using the web based application and searching
pointer is work as flag.

Fig.2. Flow chart of near miss clone
Flag-based Techniques: This is search based technique
[5], token as input to symbol that is used for matching
similarity, after search value of flag is zero that means no
cloning, if value of flag is one then clone code is find out.
Traverse & Select methods are used to find the appropriate
item set. Then flag is used as input for visual detection, to
find the code clone. Flag search period is depend on flag
variable which is contain limited time depend on user.
C. Proposed algorithm
1) Algorithm for Near miss clone detection
I/P: Source Code & Target code.
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O/P: Report (Clone absence / Copy of Clone code in
Target program)
Step 1: Take sample programs as a input. // Source &
Target code
Step 2: Filtration of both codes
// Removing the comment, white space, header
files, comma, brackets etc.
Step 3: Generation of Tokens for both programs.
Step 4: Compare tokens of both program by switch
statement.
Choice= ‘a’
If (source token=target token)
Exact match. // Type-1 Clone
Break;
Choice= ‘b’
if (source token id= target token id || source token
type= target token type)
Search renamed identifiers, keywords, and literals
// Type-2 Clone
Choice= ‘c’
If (no. of source token!= no. of target token|| source

method is useful for limited type of program but this method
is use for all server side programs.
This approach may find type-1, type-2 and Type-3
clones. Result may generate in chart wizard and comparison
formats.
VI. RESULT ANALYSIS
Proposed system on the window-XP or window-7 & 8
and source code in C++ with advance 32 bit GCC 4.8.1
compiler. Type-3 clone code based on modification of line,
addition of new line and deletion of lines.Type-4 clone code
based on reordering and control replacement. Here some
specific symbols are used four type clone. Type-1 is use –a,
type-2 for –b, type3 for –c and type-4 use – d. With the help
of cmd command firstly point the drive where program file
is stored and then name of program folder, name of .exe file.
Example:
F:\cd clonecode/clonecode.exe/source.cpp
Here <clonecode> is program folder, <clonecode.exe>
is .exe file,
<-d> is symbol for type-4 clone and <source.cpp>
<target.cpp> is C++ program files.

prog. LOC != Target prog. LOC)
Search modified line, added new lines, and deleted
lines.

//Type-3 Clone

iv. Search re-ordering and control replacement.
//Type-4 Clone
Step 5: Report Generation.
If
Flag = 1;

Figure 6.1. Compare source and target program, detect
type-4 clone code
In type-4 clone is based on reordering and control based,
control based changes in coding is fully change the structure
of program. But logical concept of coding is same. As a
token-based approach, Boreas matches the variables, rather
than matching sequences or structures. Using this idea, the
similarity of two code segments is decided by the proportion
of variables that could be matched based on their
characteristics.

V. CONCLUSION
Proposed and evaluated a new approach to web
application clone search using normalization, filtration and
visual detection. This approach is also useful for server side
program to finding cloning. It is like open system software
to apply different web application. It is solve the problem of
long code, which is used as copy-past and find-out easily. It
is automatic filter based detection method. Traditional

Fig.3. Result Analysis
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Fig.4: Snap shot of Input & Filtration

Fig.5: Snap shot of target & Filtration

Figure 6. Snap shot of output & clone codes
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In reorder cloning function or declaration of variables order is change with respect to source program file. In target Program
order of statement is change but logical meaning of program statement is unchanged.

Figure 7. Input file name & source program

Figure 8. Snap shot of target program filtration for type-3clone code

Figure 9. Compare source and target program, detect type-3clone codes
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This new approach programs, clone search using
filtration and visual detection. This approach is also useful
for server side program to finding cloning. It is like open
system software to apply different web application. It is
solve the problem of long code, which is used as copy-past
and find-out easily. It is automatic filter based detection
method. Traditional method is useful for limited type of
program but this method is use for all server side program.
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